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Abstract.
Background: In early work ambient ionization mass spectrometry (MS) revealed lipid patterns distinguishing muscle invasive
bladder cancer (invasive urothelial carcinoma, InvUC) from normal urothelium. A new ambient ionization MS approach,
touch spray MS (TS-MS) can rapidly generate mass spectra in real time, potentially in a point-of-care setting. A tissue sample
removed from a patient is touched by a probe, and mass spectra generated within seconds.
Objective: To validate TS-MS methods using specimens from naturally-occurring InvUC in dogs where the cancer closely
mimics the human condition, and to demonstrate proof-of-concept that TS-MS can elucidate lipid patterns distinguishing
InvUC from normal urothelium.
Methods: Samples of normal urothelium and InvUC from dogs of several breeds were analyzed by TS-MS with correlative
histopathology across each sample. Results were compared to those obtained with desorption electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (DESI-MS), a more traditional method. Data were analyzed by Principal Component Analysis and Linear
Discriminant Analysis.
Results: Lipid patterns identified by TS-MS, as well as by DESI-MS, differed between InvUC and normal urothelium with
m/z 281.5 (oleic acid) and m/z 563.5 (oleic acid dimer) substantially contributing to the differences. Using histologic diagnosis
as the gold standard, TS-MS had a global prediction rate of 93%.
Conclusions: TS-MS can be used to identify lipid patterns that differentiate canine InvUC from normal urothelium. Optimization of TS-MS could lead to a point-of-care approach to distinguish cancer from normal in ex vivo tissues in real time,
and to define biochemical processes leading to cancer development and progression.
Keywords: Ambient ionization mass spectrometry, desorption electrospray ionization, touch spray, bladder cancer, transitional
cell carcinoma, urothelial carcinoma, canine

INTRODUCTION
Muscle invasive bladder cancer, or more specifically invasive urothelial carcinoma (InvUC) remains
∗ Correspondence to: Deborah W. Knapp, Tel.: +1 765 494
9900; Fax: +1 765 496 1108; E-mail: knappd@purdue.edu.

a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide
[1, 2]. Technological advances are providing new
opportunities to better understand the cancer at the
molecular level, to unravel cellular and physiological
processes that drive the development and progression
of the disease, to detect the cancer in real time during cystoscopy and surgery, and to produce a variety
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of novel interventional agents and devices which can
improve the outlook for patient with the disease [3–8].
Advances in mass spectrometry (MS) are of particular interest [4–7, 9–11]. Mass spectrometry can be
used to chemically characterize a variety of sample types. Briefly, multiple ions are generated from
the sample under investigation, and the mass spectrometer separates these according to their specific
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), and then records the relative abundance of each ion type. The presence and
amount of each biomolecule associated with a particular m/z can be determined. In medicine, MS can
be applied in at least three general ways [4–7, 9–11].
First, the analysis of biomolecules including proteins,
peptides, and lipids can provide insight into biological and pathophysiological mechanisms involved in
cancer development and behavior. Second, drugs and
microbes can be detected in minute amounts. Third,
MS can be used to image tissue samples as chemical
information is recorded together with spatial distributions on the sample surface. An exciting goal is
to advance this technology into point-of-care instruments that could provide sample analyses in real time
in the cystoscopy or surgery suite.
A key reason for the rapidly expanding interest
in applying MS in the medical field is that MS
instrumentation and techniques have evolved dramatically in the last 15 years [5–7, 9–14]. Older MS
approaches required extensive sample preparation,
ionization within large instruments remote to site of
sample collection, and substantial expense. A key
advance in the field, however, has been the development of ambient ionization MS which allows direct
chemical analysis of unmodified and complex biological samples. Biological samples can be analyzed in
their native environment with no or minimal sample
preparation by creating ions to be analyzed outside of
the instrument, with analysis being performed in relatively portable instruments that are being developed
for use in a point-of-care setting [12–14]. A continuing goal in instrument development is to integrate
sampling and ionization into a single device. There
are multiple ambient ionization techniques which are
available with one of the best examples being desorption electrospray ionization MS (DESI-MS). With
DESI-MS, electrically charged droplets are directed
at the ambient object or sample of interest, and ions
are released from the surface, which are then vacuumed through the air into the mass spectrometer [7, 9,
11–13]. DESI-MS has been used to distinguish tumor
from adjacent normal tissue in oral, urologic, and
brain cancer specimens [5, 6, 9–14]. These results are

possible because of the novel instrumentation along
with advances in data analysis [9–14].
The mass spectral profile of normal bladder
includes fatty acids and complex phospholipids [5].
Early work has demonstrated that DESI-MS can be
used to define lipid patterns corresponding to normal
urothelial tissues and to InvUC [5, 6]. In addition,
fatty acid dimer ions, i.e. proton-bound fatty acid
dimers, have been observed in cancer, but not in
normal tissues [5]. In human InvUC specimens, the
most important ions for the characterization of tumor
tissue have been reported to be m/z 563.5 and m/z
281.5, while the glycerophospholipid species phosphatidyl serine and phosphatidylinositol were found
to be most relevant for characterizing normal tissue [5, 6, 11]. These findings agreed with earlier
observations that fatty acids and dimers are the main
species responsible for distinguishing cancer and normal bladder tissue by DESI-MS imaging [11]. Using
this chemical information, MS was also used to create
synthetic images of tissue sections showing pixel-bypixel disease classification, with results agreeing well
with histopathological interpretation [5].
In the continuing evolution of MS approaches and
the progress towards point-of-care instruments, a new
technique referred to as touch spray MS (TS-MS)
has been developed [12, 13, 15]. TS-MS is another
form of substrate-spray ambient ionization in which
a small probe such as a teasing needle or a swab tip
is gently touched to the tissue or biological fluid of
interest resulting in the transfer of a small amount
of sample to the probe. Ions are subsequently generated upon application of solvent and high voltage
to the probe. Chemical derivatization is performed
simultaneously with ionization [12, 13, 15]. TS-MS
can be performed more rapidly than DESI-MS, only
requires a minute amount of sample, and is expected
to be applicable in a point-of-care setting for in situ
analysis [12, 13, 15]. One of the ultimate goals for TSMS is to provide tissue analysis in real time during
bladder surgery and cystoscopy. TS-MS is expected
to make it possible to remove a tissue sample from a
patient during surgery or cystoscopy, to touch a probe
to that piece of tissue in order to pick up a minute sample, to generate a TS-MS spectrum within seconds on
site, and to know if the tissue is normal or cancerous,
or to provide other biological/chemical information
about the tissue. Although TS-MS has been used
to characterize other tissues, to identify microorganisms, and to quantitate drugs and chemicals, TS-MS
has not yet been applied to characterize InvUC
[12–17].
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In this proof-of-concept study, TS-MS was used
to investigate biological processes that could be used
to distinguish InvUC from normal urothelium, and
to define methods which could be applied in the
future in real time during cystoscopy or surgery.
For the initial step in this field of work, MS was
performed on specimens from dogs with naturallyoccurring InvUC. Canine InvUC mimics muscle
invasive bladder cancer in humans in pathology,
molecular features, biological behavior including
local invasion and distant metastasis, response to
therapy, and host immunocompetence [18–20]. The
use of canine tissues allowed ready access to samples in proximity to the lab developing the TS-MS
techniques (where fresh and frozen samples could be
validated), and preserved the use of human specimens
for a later time when the technique had been suitably
validated. In the majority of the work, the spectra in
the tumor tissues were compared to those in adjacent
histologically normal sections from the same bladder, such as would be the case during human bladder
surgery. It is recognized, however, that tissues in the
bladder adjacent to the cancer have often undergone
the field effect, have acquired genetic changes, and
are not completely normal [21]. Therefore, the work
also included the analysis of normal canine bladder
tissues from dogs with no bladder disease who were
undergoing necropsy for non-bladder disease related
causes; access to these normal tissues represents
another advantage of working with dogs. For comparison, the tissues analyzed by TS-MS, were also
analyzed by the more traditional DESI-MS approach.
In exploratory analysis, potential differences in mass
spectral data were investigated between tissues from
dogs in breeds with genetically high risk for InvUC
(such as Scottish Terriers who have a 21 fold higher
risk for InvUC than mixed breed dogs) and those in
low-risk breeds [18–20].
MATERIALS & METHODS
Sample collection and processing
Tissue samples were collected from dogs with
naturally-occurring InvUC who had been presented to
the Purdue University Veterinary Teaching Hospital
for evaluation and treatment. All tissue collection was
performed following the guidelines and approval of
the Purdue Animal Care and Use Committee and with
informed dog owner consent. Tumor tissues were
obtained in two settings. For dogs undergoing surgical resection of their bladder tumor as part of their
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treatment, a section of the tissue specimen containing
InvUC and a small section of adjacent histologically
normal tissue in the surgical margin were obtained for
MS analysis. For dogs with InvUC that were euthanized at the request of their owner (due to poor quality
of life related to the cancer or other conditions), permission to perform a necropsy was obtained, and
bladder tissues were collected post mortem (within
15 minutes of death). Normal bladder tissues were
also collected from dogs undergoing euthanasia due
to non-bladder related illnesses. InvUC and normal
bladder tissue samples were collected from multiple different breeds of dogs. High-risk breeds were
defined as Scottish Terriers, West Highland White
Terriers, Shetland Sheepdogs, and Beagles [18, 20].
Low-risk breeds were defined as breeds not related to
terriers, Shetland Sheepdogs, or Collies.
Fresh tissue samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and subsequently stored in cryovials at
–80◦ C. Specimens were transported on dry ice from
the Veterinary Teaching Hospital to the Aston Laboratory in the Department of Chemistry at Purdue
University. Samples were cryosectioned to 15 m
thickness using a Shandon SME cryotome cryostat
(GMI, Inc., Ramsey, MN, USA) and thaw mounted
on glass microscope slides. Analyzed tissue sections
were H&E stained, scanned using Aperio (Leica
Biosystems, Inc.), and interpreted by two veterinary pathologists (J R-V and TP). The H&E stained
images were rotated and aligned to match the orientation of MS images. This allowed correlative
histopathology to match the DESI-MS and TS-MS
characterization at each point in the tissue section
(Fig. 1.)
DESI-MS
A laboratory-built DESI-MS ion source was coupled to a linear ion trap mass spectrometer (LTQ)
controlled by Xcalibur 2.0 software (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA). The LTQ MS and Xcalibur software were used in both DESI-MS and TS-MS
experiments. Negative ionization mode was used for
all experiments. The automatic gain control (AGC)
was inactivated. Solvents (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc.,
Phillipsburg, NJ) were delivered at 1.0 L min–1 flow
rate using the instrument syringe pump. The DESIMS source parameters were set as follows: capillary
temperature 275 ◦ C, voltage applied to the stainless
steel needle syringe 5 kV, capillary voltage –25 V,
tube lens voltage –115 V, capillary incident angle 52◦ ,
spray to surface distance ∼3 mm, sample to inlet
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Fig. 1. Mass spectra, TS-MS m/z ranges 200–350 and 500–600. The spectra from normal bladder (A) are represented in panels B (m/z
range 200–350) and C (m/z range 500–600). The location within the section where the MS sample was collected is marked with the green
star (A). The spectra from InvUC (D) are represented in panels E (m/z range 200–350) and F (m/z range 500–600). The location within
the section where the sample was collected is marked with the red star (D). The abundance of m/z 281.5 and m/z 563.5 is much greater in
InvUC compared to normal urothelium. Note that the scale for peak abundance (Y axis) in panels B and E (m/z range 200–350) differs from
the scale in panels C and F (m/z range 500–600). The narrower scale in panels C and F allows the difference in m/z 563.5 between normal
urothelium (C) and InvUC (F) to be visualized. The difference in abundance is relative to the TIC normalized values.

distance ∼5 mm, and nitrogen gas at 180 psi. The
LTQ acquisition time was set to acquire two 250 s
mass spectrum and average these two spectra. Tissue sections were analyzed using a moving stage
with a lateral scan rate of 307.7 m s–1 in horizontal
rows separated by a 200 m vertical step. Instrument
scan time was coordinated with scan speed providing ∼200 × 200 m pixels. Full scan mass spectra
were acquired in negative ion mode in the mass range
m/z 200–1000. Tissue samples for DESI-MS were
analyzed over consecutive days.
TS-MS
TS-MS was performed in tissue sections immediately adjacent to the sections analyzed by DESI-MS,
by touching and depositing material onto a teasing needle (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA)
]15]. The histopathologically defined tissue section
from the DESI-MS analysis was referenced during TS-MS analysis and used to select where to
touch the tissue section to record data for a particular tissue type, specifically normal urothelium
or InvUC. Note that, unlike DESI-MS, TS-MS can
be a destructive sampling method, thus correlative
histopathology was performed on the adjacent sections. Methanol (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc.) was used
as spray solvent, and 1 L was applied manually via
an adjustable pipette (2.5 L, Eppendorf Research,
San Diego, CA). The LTQ linear ion trap mass spec-

trometer was also used for the TS-MS experiments
with the same operating parameters as those used in
the DESI-MS experiments with the following exceptions: voltage applied to the TS-MS probe was 4 kV,
the LTQ scan time was set to 30 s, and the AGC
was active. Tissue sections were TS-MS analyzed by
sampling areas of 1–4 mm2 .
After sampling the tissue section, the tip of the
TS-MS probe was directed at the inlet of the LTQ
mass spectrometer, and the high voltage and 1 L of
methanol were applied. Data acquisition of extracted
analytes occurred in a spray time of ∼6 seconds.
As noted in previous TS-MS work [15], manual
pipette application of solvent resulted in mass spectral
signals within seconds. Xcalibur software (Thermo
Fisher) was used to process the data from each
touch. The methods used to select and analyze data
from each total ion current (TIC) are included in
the Supplementary Information and Data section.
The average mass spectral data were subjected to
standard normal variate (SNV) transformation in
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA USA)
also described in Supplementary Information and
Data section.
Sample size and statistical analyses
The methods are summarized here and described
in more detail in the Supplementary Information and
Data section. The goal was to study at least 45 sam-
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ples. Eighty-six fresh tissue samples were collected,
and 37 samples were excluded from further analysis
because the analyzed sections did not include both
histologically normal urothelial tissue and InvUC.
Fifty regions of normal urothelial tissue and InvUC
from 49 sections were analyzed by DESI-MS and
TS-MS. In addition, normal bladder tissues from 14
dogs undergoing necropsy due to non-bladder related
diseases were analyzed by DESI-MS and TS-MS.
From the samples, 50 DESI-MS averaged mass
spectra and 151 TS-MS mass spectra were used to
create normal and InvUC mass spectral databases.
For DESI averaged mass spectra, regions annotated
by pathology as normal urothelium or InvUC with no
other characterization were selected as groups of pixels of interest composed of the mass spectra at each
pixel.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on TIC normalized, mean-centered data for
DESI-MS datasets. Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) was applied to the DESI-MS target datasets
of TIC normalized, mean centered mass spectra after
compression by PCA, thereby using the principal
components as variables instead of the original mass
spectral data. LDA was applied on the TS-MS target dataset of SNV transformed and column centered
mass spectra. With DESI-MS, two or three classes
were modeled (viz. normal urothelium, InvUC, and
samples from different breeds of dogs). With TSMS, two classes (normal urothelium, InvUC) were
modeled.
In exploratory analyses, data sets were used to estimate the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
predictive value, and global prediction rate for all
classes (accuracy) using complete validation strategy
previously described [12], with further details in the
Supplementary Information and Data section. Findings with DESI-MS and TS-MS were compared to
the histopathological diagnosis of the corresponding
location on the tissue section.
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and 557–586 for DESI-MS and TS-MS. The progression in narrowing the mass spectral range and
the m/z values of interest is described in the Supplementary Information and Data section, including
Supplemental Figure S1-S5. The identities of m/z
values of interest are listed in Table 1. The PCA
loading plots demonstrated that m/z 563.5 (oleic acid
dimer, higher in InvUC), m/z 281.5 (oleic acid, higher
in InvUC), and m/z 283.5 (stearic acid, higher in
normal urothelium) contributed substantially to the
separation between normal urothelium and tumor
(Fig. 2). Arachidonic acid (m/z 303) was also of high
abundance in some InvUC sections, but varied considerably from section to section. The two m/z values
that stood out as consistently different between the
disease states (higher in InvUC than in normal urothelium) in the DESI-MS and TS-MS analyses were m/z
281.5 and m/z 563.5 (Figs. 1 and 2, S1-S5). These
findings held true when comparing InvUC to adjacent
normal and when comparing InvUC to normal bladder obtained from dogs with no bladder disease who
were being euthanized due to other causes. The PCA
plots were similar between DESI-MS and TS-MS
data, but with slightly more pronounced separation
between the disease states with DESI-MS. The PCA
score and loading plots did not change to any extent
when the data were pretreated by SNV transformation. The spectra from InvUC from dogs in high-risk
breeds and low-risk breeds were similar, but with a
trend towards m/z 281.5 and m/z 563.5 predominating
more in high-risk breeds (Fig. 3, Figure S6), i.e. in
addition to the abundance of m/z 281.5 and m/z 563.5
being higher in cancer than normal urothelium across
breeds, the abundance of m/z 281.5 and m/z 563.5
was higher in InvUC from high-risk breeds than in
low-risk breeds. The sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value of the DESI-MS and TS-MS data in
predicting disease state (compared to histopathologic
diagnoses) are summarized in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
RESULTS
PCA was initially performed on data covering
the entire mass spectral range (m/z 200–1000), and
principal components were identified that appeared
different between InvUC and normal urothelium. To
focus on the areas where the distinguishing m/z values
were, the range for subsequent PCA analysis was narrowed to m/z ranges 200–350 and 500–600 (Fig. 1),
and then further narrowed to m/z ranges of 277–286

This proof-of-concept study demonstrated that TSMS can be used to define lipid patterns that differ
between InvUC and normal bladder. There is strong
confidence in the findings as: (1) DESI-MS and
TS-MS yielded similar results, (2) the two different pretreatment steps (TIC normalization and SNV
transformation) provided similar results, and (3) the
PCA-LDA confirmed that each of DESI-MS and TSMS methods classify InvUC and normal tissue with
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Fig. 2. PCA score plot and loading plot for TS-MS negative mode data m/z range 277–286 and 557–568, from canine InvUC and normal
bladder. A. PCA score plot (PC1 vs. PC4) displays separation of InvUC (black triangles) from normal urothelium (gray circles) mass spectra.
The InvUC/normal dividing line runs from Cartesian coordinates (–15, –10) to (12,8). B. PCA loading plot (PC1 vs. PC4) distinguishes
disease state based on m/z 563.5 (oleic acid dimer) (shown in negative PC1 and near zero PC4 coefficients), m/z 281.5 (oleic acid) (shown
near zero PC1 coefficients and positive PC4 coefficients), and m/z 283.5 (stearic acid) (shown in positive PC1 coefficients and positive and
negative PC4 coefficients). This indicates that m/z 281.5, 283.5, and 563.5 contributed the most to the pattern differences between InvUC
and normal with 281.5 and 563.5 being more abundant in InvUC and 283.5 being more abundant in normal tissues. It should be noted that
m/z 283.5 was particularly high in two samples from normal urothelium, and not as high in other normal samples.

Fig. 3. PCA score plot and loading plot for DESI-MS negative mode data m/z range 277–286 and 557–586, from canine InvUC from high-risk
breeds (solid black triangles), low-risk breeds (open squares), and from normal urothelium (gray circles). A. The PCA score plot (PC1 vs.
PC3) demonstrates the separation between the average mass spectra from InvUC vs normal urothelium. There is a trend towards separation
of the InvUC spectra based on high-risk vs low-risk breed dogs. An InvUC/normal dividing region consisting of a pair of dividing lines
runs from Cartesian coordinates –2, –4 to 10,4 and –4, –4 to 10,5. An InvUC subgroup (high-risk breed/low-risk breed) dividing line runs
substantially orthogonal to the InvUC/normal dividing line, 4, –4 to –8,4. In B, the PCA loading plot (PC1 vs. PC3) distinguishes disease
state substantially based on m/z 283.5 (shown in positive PC1 and near zero PC3 coefficients) and based on m/z 563.5 (shown in negative
PC1 and near zero PC3 coefficients). A trend was observed for m/z 281.5 and m/z 563.5 predominating more in high-risk breeds, and this
was further delineated in Supplemental Figure S6.

greater than 90% accuracy. The work confirmed the
importance of oleic acid (m/z 281.5) and oleic acid
dimer (m/z 563.5) in distinguishing InvUC from normal urothelium, as has been reported in earlier studies

of canine and human muscle invasive bladder cancer [5, 6, 22, 23]. Consistent with oleic acid and its
dimer being more abundant in InvUC relative to normal, previous microarray analysis also demonstrated
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Table 1
Negative ion mode peak identity of m/z s of interest from
the mass spectra
m/z

Peak Identity

281.5
283.5
303.5
563.5
724.5
757.5

FA (18:1), oleic acid
FA (18:0), stearic acid
FA (20:4), arachidonic acid
FA (18:1), oleic acid dimer
PS (32:5), phosphatidylserine 32:5
PG (35:4)/SM (38:1),
phosphatidylglycerol 35.4 or
sphingomyelin 38:1
PG (18:1), phosphatidylglycerol 18:1
PS (18:1), phosphatidylserine 18:1
PS (18:0/18:1), phosphatidylserine
18:0 or phosphatidylserine 18:1
PS (38:4), phosphatidylserine 38:4
PI (16:0/18:1), phosphatidylinositol
16:0 or phosphatidylinositol 18:1
PI (36:2), phosphatidylinositol 36:2
PI (36:1), phosphatidylinositol 36:1
PI (38:4), phosphatidylinositol 38:4

773.5
786.4
788.6
810.5
835.7
861.7
863.7
885.6

Table 2
Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value of the analyzed MS
data in predicting InvUC vs normal urothelium in the tissue samples analyzed in the study
Parameter
Sensitivity
Specificity
Positive predictive value
Negative predictive value
Accuracy (global prediction rate)

DESI-MS

TS-MS

95%
100%
100%
82%
96%

90%
100%
100%
84%
93%

upregulation of fatty acid synthase (FASN) in canine
InvUC compared to normal urothelium (3.57 fold
increase, p corr value is 1.6 × 105 ) [19].
The biological significance of the findings related
to oleic and stearic acid is not yet defined. In our study,
stearic acid was more abundant in normal tissues
compared to InvUC. In experimental models, there
is evidence that stearic acid can retard cancer growth
and progression. In rats with mammary carcinoma
induced by nitroso-methyl urea, stearic acid given by
subcutaneous injections at weekly intervals reduced
the development of mammary tumors [24]. Stearate
also inhibited cancer cell proliferation in vitro, and
limited the growth and metastasis of human breast
cancer cells in athymic mice [25].
Our study demonstrated that oleic acid (m/z 281.5)
was more abundant in InvUC than in normal urothelium, as reported by others [5, 6, 22, 23]. In human
esophageal cancer, higher levels of oleic acid were
associated with greater risk of lymphatic metastasis
[26]. Although oleic acid was linked to the pres-
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ence of bladder and esophageal cancer, different
results were found in other types of studies. Higher
plasma levels of oleic acid were associated with lower
colorectal cancer risk in people [27]. Furthermore,
supplementing the diet with oleic acid delayed the
progression of lung tumors in mice [28]. Thus the biological implications of the MS findings and the timing
of fatty acid effects during carcinogenesis process and
cancer progression require further study.
It is expected that the predictive value of TS-MS
can be improved upon with further work. This could
include extending the spectra for analysis, analyzing elements beyond fatty acids and phospholipids,
and optimizing methodology such as the number of
touches per sample in lieu of the recognized heterogeneity within the tumors. It is expected that
future work will confirm similar MS patterns between
canine and human InvUC, as there is already evidence
for this from the current study and from the literature [5, 6, 22, 23]. Analysis of larger data sets along
with detailed pathological evaluation will improve
the classification and sub-classification of InvUC and
normal samples, and allow for the development of
models which will reveal the presence of InvUC
in samples whose histopathology is not known at
the time of data analysis. Future work should also
include the analysis of lymph node samples collected during surgery. The potential application of
TS-MS during surgery and cystoscopy could include
the evaluation of margins in resected tissues, the
analysis of lymph nodes for the presence of cancer, and the assessment of biopsies obtained during
cystoscopy for the presence of cancer to help determine if representative samples were obtained. While
the discussion has focused on the ex vivo analysis
of tissues, further advances in instrumentation could
allow MS applications in vivo through cystoscopic
channels [29].
Another area where MS analysis could potentially
be important in the future is to answer biological
questions that could have bearing on the clinical management of InvUC. Future work should determine the
predictive value of specific MS data patterns that are
associated with the biological behavior of the cancer,
such as helping discern which patients are destined
to have distant metastases and which patients are
likely to have organ-confined cancer. Work should
also determine if specific MS spectral patterns are
associated with the response to specific therapies. In
answering these biological questions, however, it is
likely that DESI-MS may be a preferred choice over
TS-MS because DESI-MS incorporates the analysis
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of much more data. DESI-MS analysis includes data
from each pixel on a tissue section, while TS-MS
includes data only from the areas touched with the
probe. In addition, it would be less critical to generate
the data to predict cancer behavior and drug response
in real time in the surgical or cystoscopy suite, thus
DESI-MS would be applicable.
The study included exploratory analysis of the
MS patterns in different breeds of dogs. The breedassociated risk for InvUC in dogs includes a 21
fold higher risk in Scottish Terriers, and a 3–6 fold
increased risk in West Highland White Terriers, Shetland Sheepdogs, and Beagles [18, 20]. It is expected
that certain gene-environment interactions have a
greater role in cancer development in the high-risk
breeds compared to the low-risk breeds, but it is
not yet known if this leads to cancers with a different biochemical and genetic background in particular
breeds. Studies to date would indicate that while the
genetic influences leading to cancer risk are greater
in some breeds, that the resulting cancer is similar
across breed. This is based on the lack of differences
between breeds in InvUC histopathology, cellular
features, mutational data, and genomic data generated
to date [18–20]. The trend observed in the abundance
of oleic acid and oleic acid dimer correlating with
InvUC in certain breeds is interesting, but requires
further study. It is recognized that lipid metabolism
can vary between breeds and between dogs within a
breed [30, 31], but it is not yet known if differences
in metabolic activation lead to higher InvUC risk in
certain breeds. This requires further study.
In conclusion, the work provides compelling evidence that TS-MS, a form of ambient ionization MS,
could be further developed for application in a pointof-care setting, and that TS-MS could be used to
distinguish tissues that consist of or contain InvUC
vs those that do not harbor cancer. DESI-MS and TSMS could also reveal biochemical processes involved
in the cancer development, progression, and response
to therapy. These technological advances would ultimately improve the outlook for patients with muscle
invasive bladder cancer.
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